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Welcome,
Established at the Hebrew University in the winter of 2011, Glocal CommunityDevelopment Studies is an interdisciplinary Master’s program aimed at the effective
translation of academic theories into practical understandings conducive to work with
communities and organizations across the globe. To this end, an integral part of the
Glocal program is the internship - which serves to supplement academics with a grounded
local experience. Each year, a new group of Glocal students embark on their internships,
forging connections with marginalized communities across the world through hands-on
work with leading development INGOs or NGOs situated in countries across Africa,
Asia, Latin America and the Middle East.
In the fall of 2013, the third cohort of Glocal students set out on their internships. Inspired
once again by the creative energies of our students, especially the innovative solutions
they engaged with while in the field, we are proud to present our third annual ‘Glocal
Internships from the Field’.
A Glocal tradition, this booklet contains the stories of 18 students, all displayed through
a series of academic posters. Each poster is distinct, describing the general work of a
partner organization, and highlighting the unique path each student followed as they
developed their projects with a local community.
In the following pages, join our students while they share their journeys of discovery.
Join Ariel in the windswept Kalahari Desert, where he worked with hunter-gatherers to
understand how their enchanting tradition could be relevant to modern life; Follow Liat
to Mexico, and learn how Radio Novellas are used as a platform for changing gender
roles; Accompany Inbar to Rwanda, where she worked alongside local communities to
develop their own initiatives sponsored by Micro-grants; Travel with Resty to the Red
Light area of Mumbai, India, and learn about the work being done to combat human
trafficking. We hope you enjoy the journey, and are looking forward to many more in
the years to come.
Yours sincerely,
The Glocal Team
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Ariel Appel
Deeply interested in how humans connect and interact with their
environments, Ariel obtained a BSc in Sociology-Anthropology and
Environmental Studies at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.
Simultaneously, Ariel also engaged in an intensive outdoors learning
program with Shomrei Hagan, an organization devoted to practicing and
teaching outdoors living skills inspired by hunter-gatherer world cultures,
as a means to empower modern living, and to deepen one’s connection
to the world and to others. Following this experience Ariel proceeded to
become a wilderness skills guide and mentor.
Ariel is currently completing his Masters in Glocal Community
Development Studies at the Hebrew University. He also continues to
teach wilderness skills, believing that such traditional knowledge and
practices have the capacity to improve our lives today. He aspires to
help communities in utilizing their cultural assets to empower them in
the context of contemporary life.
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These practices were always
embedded in solid identities
and strong social networks.

For centuries, Bushmen tribes
have successfully lived through
times
of
plenty
and
scarceness, maintaining a
certain
autonomy
and
employing ingenious and
effective survival strategies.

Then…

• Poverty and unemployment,
• Health
issues
(Tuberculosis,
Hepatitis, HIV-AIDS, Variceal
Bleeding…),
• Alcoholism, Violence and Abuse,
• Social rapture, Corruption, and
lack of leadership,
• Cultural erosion (disappearing of
traditional knowledge, skills and
identity).

Today, despite the successful landclaim,
the community faces a
multitude of issues, among which are:

Some changes experienced by the
‡Khomani are the loss of their old
subsistence sources, their collective
identity and their political freedom.

and now

Post-Apartheid in South Africa, a land-claim was issued by the
descendants of bushmen peoples from the Northern Cape. The
result of the successful land-claim (the first in the country) was
the formation of a community which adopted the name
‡Khomani.

Throughout the centuries, the Bushmen have been colonized and
oppressed both by their African neighbors and by European
settlers – resulting in their recent status as a weak and
underdeveloped minority among minorities.

“Bushman” and “San are terms used to refer to the huntergatherer tribes of southern Africa (generally the Kalahari region).

The ‡Khomani San

In a series of workshops open to any interested
community member, we collaboratively
examined, discussed and shared traditional skills
and practices – highlighting their deeper
meanings, their underlying values, and their
potential to improve the community’s life today.

Methodology

The approach highlighted in this project regards
these skills not as relics, but as ever-living
influences on contemporary lifestyle – with a
potential to propel forward community
cooperation and development, to foster the best
next-generation education, and to deepen
connections to other groups and audiences.

A new approach

Today, traditional skills are often perceived as
important cultural artifacts – worthy of
preservation, and valued for their exotic appeal
to tourists.

Traditional skills are essentially a collection of
practices which originally served to ensure the
community's sustenance and wellbeing.
Thereby, traditional knowledge and attitudes
were originally crucial and important life skills.

Traditional skills and knowledge

Communication and cooperation games
Skill: Wide-angle vision
Discussion of narrow focus vs. wide-angle vision
Discussion – What is communication?
Series overview and summary











In a group - theoretically developing a communal event
dedicated to combining traditional and modern sports
Discussion of potential relevance of traditional sports in a
modern context
Discussing ways to facilitate such a project within the
community



Review of traditional skills and knowledge
Discussion of each skill's value and meanings – including its
potential relevance today
 Examination of traditional skills in their original context
 Review of the needs of the traditional lifestyle
 Comparison to modern needs and ways of fulfilling them
 Envisioning the "ideal modern bushman"
 Listing personal goals and visions
 Beginning to frame personal learning projects which mix
traditional knowledge and skills with current needs and
desires
 Drawing parallels between the traditional skill of animal
tracking and the modern skill of project planning
 A discussion on the nature of plans and planning
 Continued development of personal projects
 What is education?
 Comparing 'traditional' and 'modern' forms of education
 Modes of education – Didactic vs. Questioning vs.
"Coyote/Jackal Teaching"
 Envisioning a mixed system
 Developing together a communal language learning process.
 Discussing 'traditional' and 'modern' forms of language
learning.
 Why learn N|uu?
 Introduction of "Language Hunting" methodology




You can read more about these methods
on the following websites:
http://www.whereareyourkeys.org
http://www.languagehunters.org

During the project, a unique language learning
method was introduced to interested
stakeholders. The method, called “Where Are
Your Keys?” or “Language Hunting” is
specifically suited for revitalizing endangered
indigenous languages, and focuses on
achieving quick conversational fluency rather
than comprehensive vocabulary and
elaborate grammar.

“N|uu” (pronounced with a dental click after the ‘N’) is the name of the
ancient language spoken by bushman tribes in the area where the
‡Khomani San communities live today. Despite the important role it plays
in the community’s history, it is now nearly extinct – with only 5-7 nativespeaker elders left.

Revitalizing N|uu

Improving
communication &
series overview

Designing a learning
process (2) –
Traditional sports
event

Designing a communal
learning process –
The N|uu language

Traditional and
modern education

"Tracking down" our
goals

Envisioning goals and
projects

Defining modern needs

Mapping traditional
skills & knowledge

Workshop Sessions
Session subjects Main contents

Vision

• To support contemporary ‡Khomani life in
Andriesvale by using traditional knowledge,
skills and practices to empower modern
lifestyle
• To use modern tools to empower both
traditional
and
modern
communal
infrastructures

Elevated selfesteem

Good cooperation
between
community
members

Poverty
Alleviation

Traditional knowledge and skills
empower contemporary lifestyle
(both identity and income
opportunities)

Strengthened sense of
community
N/uu language
learning capacity

Secure
Identity

Less inclined to resort to
alcoholism and substance
abuse

Project Objective Tree:

No society can exist without continuation, and
education inevitably takes place – whether formally or
informally. Paying attention to traditional informal
education patterns can help the community compensate
for lack of quality formal education. Also, it should be
noted that cutting-edge education models inspired by
traditional informal education are becoming a trend in
alternative education in developed countries.

Improve tourism reach
and attractiveness
(quantity and quality)

Reliable /
sufficient
income

Elderhood is seldom considered a traditional skill… but
perhaps it should be! In traditional societies elders tend to
play a central and important role for a good reason, and one
does not just become an accomplished elder arbitrarily…
What does it mean to be an elder? How does one become an
elder?

Apart from “classic” traditional bushman skills such as
tracking, hunting, fire-making and dancing, there are deep
cultural skills and practices which are all-too-often neglected,
such as community leadership, collective decision making, and
communication mechanisms. Such skills comprised the core of
traditional society and were often the first to suffer from the
transition to a different lifestyle.

The Bushmen traditionally used dance to unify the
community, to heal and to communicate. In this case, it is
not the dance itself that is the skill – it is why to dance,
with whom, and what for… Today the community
occasionally performs dances for tourists, but have ceased
to dance for themselves. Reviving the dance could help
restore intra-communal communication and cooperation.

Like tracking, fire-making is a complex skill involving intimate
knowledge of plants, materials, and mechanical technique. It is
also a gradual process of ignition , buildup and fire maintenance –
and can serve as a powerful metaphor for any process (or project)
and teach one about leading initiatives and nurturing.

•

•

•

•

•

Tradition is a powerful asset which many
communities in development situations do
have. Unlike modernist theories which seek
to replace old traditions with new ones to
achieve progress, this project seeks to
rethink traditional values, knowledge and
skills in ways which will reconnect them to
present-day contexts and make them an
empowering factor in people’s lives today.
Initial reactions seem favorable and hint at
the incredible possibilities for such an
approach to contribute to human
development and wellbeing worldwide.

Conclusions and
future prospects

Poverty The general state of poverty
and lack of opportunities leaves
community members weakened and
stifles local initiative.
Low self esteem Negative self-imagery
is influenced by centuries of oppression by
neighbors and colonization.
Internal conflict and lack of cooperation
Constant survival insecurity leaves the
community torn and fragmented, where
each takes care of oneself and one’s own.
Lack of communication The internal
conflict is amplified by the loss of
traditional leadership and communication
mechanisms.
Remoteness The geographic location
presents multiple challenges regarding
logistics, infrastructure,
telecommunications, education quality,
governance and more…

Challenges

The themes and contents of the workshop were
based on my own experience with these
teachings, as a wilderness living skills instructor.

My inspiration for this project comes from a movement
gaining momentum in developed countries, to practice
and teach wilderness skills and crafts as a way to connect
deeply to the roots of the human experience and to
handle challenges posed by modern lifestyles through
minimalism and self-subsistence.
Notable examples of such an approach can be found in
the writings of Tom Brown, Jon Young, Daniel Quinn and
others.

Tracking is a holistic and complex art which is hypothized by
some scholars to be the origin of human scientific thought. It
relies on a complete and detailed understanding of
environment, animal/plant behavior, weather, soil, vision, and
more. Today, it can be used to foster an inquisitive problemsolving mindset and can provide inspiration when dealing with
complex situations and systems.

Rethinking Traditional Skills

Tradition is not a dead relic to be preserved …
it must be allowed to live!

Ariel Appel

Traditional Skills in a Contemporary Context

Wilderness skills in the ‘modern’ age

Bar Azriel
Bar is a wife to Shachar and a mother to Tidhar. She completed a BA in
Plant Protection at the Faculty of Agriculture, Food and Environment and
her Masters in Glocal Community Development Studies, at the Hebrew
University of Jerusalem.
Bar has worked as a travel guide and instructor to soldiers as well as
to children, and was a coordinator in Agro-tourism, receiving practical
experience while working in plant nurseries. During a trip to Nepal she
had the chance to join Tevel b’Tzedek for a short period of time in a
remote village, getting to know the farmers, their agriculture, culture and
the challenges they face.
As part of her master’s degree, Bar has recently completed a 4-month
internship with CCD (Center for Culture and Development), a small
grassroots organization, in Tamil Nadu, India. During this period of
time she worked on an environmental-educational program, developing
activities for different environmental issues and organic farming training,
as well as implementing the activities every week with a group of 35
children from nearby villages.
Currently, Bar is seeking opportunities to combine her love for agriculture
and nature and working with people, hopefully in environmental education
or environmental conservation.
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South- East India -

Tamil Nadu state.

Kanchipuram district,

Thirukalukundram,

2

High motivation, interest and

Teach your children what we have taught our

homes’ kitchen gardens

Chief Seattle speech, 1854.

ters of the earth".

befalls the earth befalls the sons and the daugh-

children- that the earth is our mother. Whatever

"

active involvement of male and female farmers.

field visit , giving the farmers seedlings and training for their








Encouraging children’s leadership and environmental stewardship in

importance of organic farming methods

Raising children’s awareness to environmental issues and to the

Goals







Continuing the tradition of organic kitchen garden

the knowledge to others

farming methods and protecting our environment, as well as passing

Increased children activism: Taking real actions in maintaining organic

mental issues

An increased awareness of the villages' communities about environ-

Expected results

Developing and improving the educational program of the organization

garden

Developing skills to involve the children in their home’s organic kitchen

and non-farm income generation activities and micro-enterprises with the

Waste activity gives a better understanding on what waste is, what the

create handmade bags from recycled newspapers generating a pile of com-

the5-Rs (refuse, reduce, reuse, recycle, recover), and workshops on how to

sources of the waste problem are and creative ways to deal with it, such as

Practicing organic farming methods in the farm

water activity

Building a rainfall-gauge from recycled bottles in the









pass the knowledge

Developing creative and “child-friendly” ways to

impact for the children and also the students

dents in the activities can have a meaningful

Student-children cooperation: involving college stu-

“run the show”

decision making and the activities plan. Letting them

Creating leadership: Involving the children in the

kitchen gardens

organic farming methods can be useful for the

them to their culture and tradition, for example,

Giving the children practical skills that can connect

Recommendations for future activities

how to make home-made medicines from products we usually have in our kitchen.

Herbal medicines activity teaches us practical ways to use our plants wisely for different health problems and also

how to prepare a delicious and healthy meal out of them.

seeds, creative ways to preserve them, how to properly sow the seeds and

Seeds activity introduces the world of the seeds. We learn how to collect

will work at the farm's kitchen garden and will practice traditional methods.

sustainable for the ecosystem and also safeguard our health. The children

Organic farming activity demonstrates organic farming methods that are

change

willingness to learn and to make a

advantages and disadvantages of each, and how it affects our lives.

Energy activity compares between renewable and non-renewable energies,

the children learn how to build a rainfall gauge from recycled materials.

lution and water scarcity, and finally the solutions .As part of the activity,

post from organic waste.

Community



community

They act as a bridge to pass ideas to their

makers of the future

They are the leaders, the parents and decision

background on current water issues: facts, uses, the water cycle, water pol-

Water activity introduces the importance of water to all lives on earth, and a

lages to explore our environment and learn both theoretical and practical skills:

changes
Economy

Environment





Why youth?

ON THE GROUND

are much more vulnerable to these

societies, yet rural communities

It effects urban and rural

affect plants and animals as well

It is not just ours! Global changes

our health, our heritage….

It relates to all aspects of our lives: Our food,

Global changes threaten our lives on earth

practices and promote multiple livelihood practices by supporting on farm









Why talk about our environment?

PROGRAM WITH CCD

their community and family

Tamil-Selvi (in the left), CCD’s villages coordinator, in a

Others-0.3%

Christianity- 6.1% Islam- 5.6%

Religion -Hinduism- 88.3%

Average Rainfall- 961.8 mm

HDI- 0.544

86.81%, female 73.86%

Literacy Rate- total 80.33%, male

males

Sex Ratio- 995 females per 1000

Population Density- 555/km

Population- 72138958

Capital- Chennai

Total Area- 130058 km2

FACTS: Tamil Nadu

Date of Formation- 18.07.1967

ENVIRONMENTAL-EDUCATIONAL

friendly programs to alleviate poverty through organic agriculture

CCD promotes sustainable livelihoods for the poor by undertaking eco

Mission

rural and urban areas, in the southern states of India.

promote sustainable livelihoods for the poor and vulnerable sections in

non profit charitable organization in the year 1990 with the vision to

Centre for Culture and Development ("CCD") was legally registered as a

Center for Culture and Development (CCD)

Location

INTRODUCTION

Bar Halevi Azriel
barazriel1@gmail.com

Every Sunday morning, beneath the mango tree and green fields, we met a group of 35 children from the nearby vil-

TOMORROW

TODAY

Environmental Stewardship in Tamil Nadu– India

Leaders

Children

Shachar Halevi
Shachar is husband to Bar and father to Tidhar. He obtained his B.Sc.
in Plant Sciences, Nature Conservation and Open Spaces Management,
from the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.
Shachar has gathered experience in ecological and botanical research,
gardening, organic farming and wine making. During his M.A. studies
he worked as an organic agriculture teacher in “Ayanot” youth village,
and as the village’s organic farm coordinator.
During his 4-month internship, with his family, in CCD, an environmental
grass-roots NGO in Tamil-Nadu, India, Shachar worked mainly in the
organization’s farm. He has helped, among other things, to establish
kitchen garden demonstration plots, building water storage system and
different composters. Moreover, he has learnt a lot about agriculture in
Tamil-Nadu, about the farmers, their culture, challenges and beauty. He
also learnt about himself.
Shachar tries to find his spot between the nature, the environment and
the people inhabiting it.
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Tamil Nadu has been the home
of the Tamil people since 1500
BC
Population: 72 million people
Urban-Rural population ratio:
50-50
Thirukalukundram, where the
organization is located is a small
town, 70 km from the capital
Chennai

(Mahatma Gandhi)

Farmers by their kitchen gardens

The mission: Establishing an organic kitchen garden for self consumption of fresh vegetables.
Location: Five villages around Thirukalukundram
Target population: All farmers from the villages
The organization: The Center for Culture and Development (CCD), a small grassroots
organization, develops eco-friendly projects aimed at narrowing the poverty gap.
The process: CCD is providing the farmers knowledge and basic technical support in order to
motivate them to change and improve their own lives.
In this project, each participating family gets small amount of compost, vegetable seeds, a net to
protect the garden from animals, and as much technical support as is needed to establish the kitchen
garden.
In the near future: Each garden, big or small, will be self-sustained and will produce its own compost and seeds.

The Kitchen Garden Project

There is more to life than increasing its speed

The framers in the target area grow in monoculture. They grow
either rice or millet or sugarcane. Whatever crop they grow, they
use a significant amount of synthetic fertilizers and pesticides,
which are considered as soil and water pollutants.
Their financial gain from the field is limited, at most. Food prices
change rapidly and they have no way to cope.
The farmers buy their own food in the town. This food is grown
using the very same chemicals, and its price changes as well. It is
rarely fresh.
The tropical monsoons, their “oxygen,” are not predictable any
more, and the underground water is going through the process of
salination.

The Challenges

The farmers of Tamil Nadu are trapped in the middle; between
globalization and tradition; between the field and the television;
between their family table and the wine shop and between their
land and the seed companies.
They are proud, strong, stubborn, vulnerable and beautiful.
Just like all of us, they try to find their own way in this rapidly
changing world.

The Farmers









Thirukalukundram, Tamil Nadu









Key Elements

Project Challenges

Financial benefits– saving money
Health benefits– consuming fresh, clean and varied vegetables
Environmental benefits– cleaner soil and water around their
houses
Cultural benefits– reconnection to traditional agriculture
practices
Social benefits– all generations work together for a common
goal
Communal benefits– gives strength to the village as a
community by creating a common goal and highlighting its natural leaders

Positive Impacts

Engaging the community with the project while they deal with
their day to day commitments
Diverse target population– women, men, kids, adults, farmers
from different castes
Donor-Organization-Community tensions– different expectations,
gaps between plans implementation, different interests, power
relations
Technical challenges– weather, coordination, finance, soil and
water problems

Shachar Halevi Azriel





















Assets Based Approach– Using the community’s assets (knowledge,
land, manpower, time).
Holistic View– The project aims to influence many aspects of lives:
food security, economy, community and environment.
Sustainability– Achieving sustainability is a goal in and of itself. Not
only will each kitchen garden be self-sustained, but the CCD will
grow its own plants for seeds and its own seedlings, and will produce
its own compost.
Leadership– part of achieving sustainability is creating leadership.
Local leaders are trained by the CCD, and will manage projects in the
future.

Fighting Poverty with Tomatoes
Addressing Food Security in Tamil Nadu

Guy Cherni
Guy was brought up in Jerusalem, and studied in the “Giv’at-Gonen”
High School.
After a 6 years army service as a commanding officer, Guy completed
his B.A in the Honors Program of Philosophy, Politics and Economics
in the Hebrew University that ‘produces’ social oriented economists, and
started studying for his M.A in the ‘Glocal’ Community Development
Program in the Hebrew University.
During his studies, Guy participated in the “Stand With Us” fellowship;
a diplomacy and instructional program for honors students, and in the
“New Story Leadership,” a program providing professional and leadership
training in Washington DC and Brussels
Guy worked at the Knesset for MK Einat Wilf, at “AdKit”-an economic and
governmental regulation consulting company, and at ‘SifTech-Jerusalem
Entrepreneurship Center’ as the manager of the “social entrepreneurship
accelerator,” that empowers young social entrepreneurs with the tools
and capacity they need in order to bring their social venture to life. Today
Guy is working as SifTech’s head of entrepreneurial workshops and
events department.
As part of Guy’s Development Studies, he worked in the organization
‘Yenege Tesfa’ in Gondar Ethiopia as an Income Generating Project
Facilitator in charge of capacity building and creating a sustainable source
of income for the organization. The Project teaches the tools for Bio Fuel
Briquettes manufacturing.
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1. “Home”: Operate five shelters for homeless children that
supply protective environment, basic needs and education
2. Education: Enroll the children in education programs using a
“Street Mobile School” operated by the organization
3. Trainings: Provide the local community with training
regarding healthcare, HIV AIDS, microfinance and life skills

Activities

1. Provide a shelter for at least 400 street children
2. Make informal education and literacy accessible to 100% of
the children in Gondar
3. Offer free healthcare to all children unable to afford medical
assistance

Goals

“To provide Gondar’s orphans and vulnerable children with a
happy family life: a home, education, good health and a bright
future”

Mission

• Located in the northern Amhara region
• Its population is 350,000 people
• Famous for:
• the Facile Cassel
• University of Gondar
• Dashen beer factory
• Sesame production
• Diverse communities which represent various religions
(Judaism, Islam, Christianity and indigenous religions)

Gondar

• Ethiopia is a country located in the ”Horn of Africa“
• Ethiopia has over 86,000,000 inhabitants which makes it the second-most
populated nation on the African continent
• A multilingual and multiethnic society of around 80 ethnic groups
• Its capital and largest city is Addis Ababa
• One of the oldest locations of human life, also known as the source of Homo
sapiens
• Ethiopia’s economy is largely based on agriculture, which accounts for 46.6%
of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and 85% of total employment
• Ethiopia’s crops include coffee, pulses, oilseeds, cereal, potatoes, sugarcane,
and vegetables

Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia

Gondar Ethiopia

Personnel

No Dependent Upon Donors

Our solutions:
• Using organic materials that are available in Gondar for the creation
of Fuel Briquettes

Vision:
To create an alternative source of energy for cooking that:
• Will generate income for the community and the organization
• Will be more environmental
• Will be more economical for the local community
Main Problems:
• There is no source of income for the organization

Bio Fuel Briquette Manufacturing

Income Generating Activity;

In a case of economic shock that affects the
donors, the children will be back in the streets

• There are 4,400 vulnerable children in Gondar
• 800 children live in the streets of Gondar; every day is a survival
• The organization’s way to assist these children is through shelters
that cost a great amount of money
• the organization is completely dependent upon donations
• There is no source of Income for the organization

Organization Problem Statement

Assets Based
Sustainable
Solutions

Local Talent, Civil Society ;
Not Dependent Upon Outside

Local Economy, Local

Social:

Institutions, Natural Resources ;

Financial:

A long lasting solution should depend on local recourses:

Sustainability is one of the key factors in determining whether the
project is successful or not

Participatory and Financial Self-Sustain Projects

Striving for Solutions;

Human
Rights

Organization
2. University of Gondar
3. Dashen Beer Factory
4. Gondar’s Single
Mothers
5. Gondar Small
Businesses (blacksmith
and carpenter)
6. Legacy Foundation

1. Yenege Tesfa

Stakeholders

Harness the
Community

Kretzmann & McKnight, 1996

Recognizing Local Assets

Personnel; Civil society; Institutions;
Local economy; Natural Resources

Initiate
Assets based
Solutions

Presented by
Guy Cherni
Glocal 3’d

Assets Usage
1. Learning method
using Legacy Foundation
materials
2. Employing community
single mothers
3. Building machinery using
local craftsman
4. Composting organic
waste (Mash)
5. Mixing “Mash” with
University’s catted paper
6. Pressing mixture into
briquettes
7. Selling briquettes to the
community
1. Organization staff
2. Paper from
University of Gondar
3. Organic Waste from
brewery
4. Female Citizens that
Needs Employment
5. Community
Craftsmen
6. Legacy Foundation
Manufacturing Method

Assets Based Case Study
Assets

1. Organization creates
sustainable source of
income for its activities
2. Organization creates
employment for single
mothers
3. Organization creates
employment for local
craftsman
4. Community buys
“Greener” charcoal
5. Community spend less
money on heating energy

Potential
Outcomes

1. Finish Experiments By April 2014
2. Create an Agreement With University and
Hotels for significant acquisition
3. Arange Demo-Days for the Community, that
encourage them to use the cheep and ecofriendly charcoal
4. Create monthly meeting with stakeholders
and Signing agreements with the Dashen
Brewery and the University of Gondar.
5. Change organization legal status and
receive the lance to sell in the market

Moving Forward

1. Create a Maximized and fully utilized Product
2. Find Early Adopters
3. Briquettes Usage Implementation for the
community
4. Establishing Strong Cooperation with
Stakeholders
5. Reciving License to Sell Briquettes in the Market

Challenges

Green, Moore & and O’Brien, 2006

“In order to create a successful community development,
we need to find the community assets, connect them to work together,
and then create opportunities for these assets to be productive”

Recognizing
Stakeholders

The Bio Fuel Briquettes Project; Assets Based Solution

A successful and sustainable project must be:
• Assets Based: Utilizes talents/skills found in
the community
• Internally Focused: Relies on local assets
instead of external ones
• Relationship Driven: Seeks to build linkages
among local people, institutions and
organizations, as well as attract external
resources through partnerships

• The method strives for Human Development
• The community is the center
• It creates development by using bottom up
solutions and local assets available within the
target communities

Sustainability

Local
Assets

Development method that entered the field in
late 1990’s fallowing Amartya Sen’s Capabilities
Approach (1999), focused upon:

Alternative development

Dependency Upon external Funding
• Internationally Financed Local Projects are exposed for unexpected
external shocks that can jeopardies their existence
• Economic dependency does not encourage local sense of
innovation, creativity and entrepreneurship
• Local jobs are depending on foreign investment and funding,
which creates employment instability and dependency

ABCD Approach

The ABCD as a Strategic Approach in Addressing Development Issues

The Problem

For a sustainable development

Assets Based Community Development (ABCD)

Yaron Erez

Yaron graduated with a Bachelor’s degree in Soil and Water Science and
is now currently finishing his Master degree in International Community
Development, both from the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.
Yaron has a social experience working for 3 years in “Etgarim” – an
Israeli NGO facilitating extreme sports for special populations. In
addition, he holds experience working in the developing world. In 2009
he participated in a project training the National Emergency Management
Agency (NEMA) of Nigeria in medical and relief response in cases of
emergency. As part of his master’s degree he interned in Nepal working
with Tevel b’tzedek in agricultural development. During his 4-month
internship, Yaron participated in establishing a community demonstration
farm in rural Nepal, and managed a drip irrigation project responding to
the local water scarcity in the area.
Yaron is currently interested in expanding his knowledge in the fields of
agriculture and environment, combining them with social development
in Israel or in the developing world.
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Cara Frazin
Cara was born and raised in the Chicago area. She completed a Bachelors
of Fine Arts at the University of Illinois at Chicago with a concentration
in film. Before moving to Israel in 2012, Cara was working in Chicago
doing community organizing.
She is currently completing her MA in Glocal Community Development
at the Hebrew University. She recently completed her graduate internship
in Nepal with the Child Development Society working on child protection,
literacy, and female empowerment. Cara also teaches English as a second
language to Israeli adults. She hopes to continue working in development,
specializing in female empowerment and health education.
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GDP - 18.96 billion
GNI per capita - 700
HDI - 157th

Self-Employment Education Program

Literacy
Education

Six months training
on literacy, health,
womens rights and
childs rights

Impact

Business Phase

Six months training on business and
accounting. Small
groups are formed for
group businesses

SEEP class in the Bhaktapur
district of Nepal

Social and Child

Linkage Phase
Graduates

Savings continue to
grow. The graduates
become education
advocates in their
communities

Group micro business savings over time

Ownership transfered to the community. Connection
with banks and other
financial services

- SEEP provides education on child rights and health in order
to prevent child labor

- SEEP participants are factory workers, rural women, women
from low castes, and those from low income households.
Access to education greatly improves their quality of life

- SEEP operates in 10 districts throughout Nepal

- 2,837 women graduated from SEEP as of June 2013

- Women learn the skills necessary to
branch off into individual business allowing extra income and money for their
children’s education

- 160,00 NRS initial investment for seed
money grew to 1,286,225 NRS in 5 years

Economic

Baseline survey to
find participating
communities

Community
Identification

The program takes underprivileged, illiterate and semi literate
women into a 12-month training program. The women are taught in different phases,
literacy and numeracy, business skills, and bookkeeping.
After these steps the SEEP women start their own small business with seed money distributed by
CDS. They are linked to institutions in their community for further support.

Decreasing child labor, increasing education through mothers

*Child Labor - work that deprives children of their childhood, their potential and
their dignity, and that is harmful to physical and mental development. (ILO)

Child Labor Preventing School Attendance
- The attendance rate is the lowest among rural, poor and female students
- Child labor*is a large contributing factor to poor attendance in school.

Primary School attendance breakdown by percentage

Education Attendance Gaps in Nepal

- Most common forms of child labor are agriculture, brick kilns, embroidery factory, carpet
factory, or domestic servitude. The legal working age in Nepal is fourteen.

(UNICEF)

- Nepal is a small country bordered by
China and India with a population of just 26
million. (2011 census)
- Primarily Hindu with Buddhist and Muslim
populations. Still strongly influenced by the
caste system
- Government is unsteady do to the fall of
the monarchy and the following 10 year civil
war
Education and Child Labor
- Nepal has an overall literacy rate of 61%.
With a female literacy rate of 57% (UNDP 2011)
- Average amount of schooling is only 3.5 years (UNDP 2011)
- There is a child labor rate of 33.9% with female child labor at 37.8%

Background

Case Study

A SEEP savings group meeting the Kavre district
of Nepal

Kumari hopes in the future she can learn even more. She also wants to help other women in
her situation. “I want to meet other women like me and make them aware about different issues.”

Prior to joining SEEP, Kumari put little emphasis on education, but now she sees how important it truly is. “Before I sent my kids to school, but I didn’t think it was necessary. Now I
know that education is very important.“

Now Kumari has her own small grain business. Her
husband and community no longer tease her. They see how
she has changed since joining SEEP. Kumari also continues
to save within her group business. “Don’t know when the
group will end. Even if I am no longer, I want my children to
continue to save with the group.”

Kumari was faced with a difficult decision, but she
knew that she wanted to be able to write. “Everyday for 8
months I snuck out of my house, when my husband left for
work, to attend SEEP.”

Kumari saw that opportunity with the SEEP facilitator came
to her door, but her husband was very against it and forbade
her from attending the class.
“He told me, better to stay home and sleep then go to class
and learn.”

Kumari married and moved to Kathmandu where she became a worker in a carpet factory.
She always dreamed of being able to write her own name as a signature instead of just signing with
an X.

When the SEEP facilitator first came to Kumari’s door, she was skeptical. Kumari had never
received any formal education. Her parents were illiterate and never saw the importance of education and never encouraged her to learn, especially as a female.

“The main goal of the program is to directly empower women
through literacy and business, which will in turn, indirectly affect their
children’s rights and education“

Case Study: Self-Employment Education Program Nepal

Decreasing Child Labor and Increasing Education in Nepal

Educating and Empowering Mothers

Hagit Freud
Hagit was born and raised in Israel and completed a BA in Humanities
and Social Sciences from the Open University of Israel and is currently
completing her Masters in Glocal Community Development Studies at
the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.
Hagit has worked in the field of education for over a decade and has been
involved in several informal education frameworks in Israel. Since her
youth, she has been devoted to social change in the Israeli society, and
has worked with marginalized populations, immigrants and different
communities.
She has worked as a counselor and a coordinator at Hanoar Haoved ve
Halomed (Youth Movement- The Working and Studying Youth), a guide in
the international school for holocaust studies in Yad va Shem- the Israeli
holocaust museum, established a youth club for Ethiopian immigrants
in the absorption center of The Jewish Agency and has been a group
facilitator in Yahalo”m (Children and Parents Learning Together- NGO).
Hagit recently completed a four-month internship with CARE Uganda
where she joined the “program quality & learning” unit and conducted a
research focusing mainly on evaluating CARE’s economic empowerment
model (Village Saving & Loan Association) and its gender application.
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514 VSLA’s
established in 2013

3353 VSLA‘s
established in 2013

Communities

4 Projects

21 Implementing
Partners

6 Projects

9 Implementing
Partners

WAYFIP
Women and Youth
Financial Inclusion
Program

CARE Uganda

Donors

50 VSLA’s
established in 2013

8 Implementing
Partners

2 Projects

WENG
Women Empowerment
in Natural Resource
Governance

1.Gender Equality and Women
Empowerment
2.Advocacy
3.Governance
4.Design, Monitoring, Evaluation and
Impact Measurement

5.Partnership
6.Climate Change and Adaptation
7.Knowledge Management
8.Village Saving & Loan Association

CARE Uganda developed the Program Quality and Learning Guidelines, which
were piloted and rolled out in the third quarter of 2012. These guidelines are
based on:
 Years of experience
 Care International programming principles
 Experiences of peer organizations
The fundamental purpose is to standardize the programming aspects and ensure
consistency in meeting the minimum standards of eight key cross-cutting themes:

The Program Quality & Learning (PQL) Guidelines

3917 VSLA’s
established
in 2013

Communities

38 Partners

12 Projects

3 Programs

NUWEP
Northern Uganda
Women
Empowerment
Program

Implementation Model

In 2012, CARE Uganda finalized its transitional process from a project-based
approach to a population-focused model, establishing three wide range
programs to address specific populations. This latter approach goes beyond the
scope of individual projects to achieve positive changes in human conditions, in
social positions and in the enabling environment.

CARE is an International Non-Governmental Organization (INGO) that targets
vulnerable communities, such as the very poor, internally displaced people,
women and children. It provides them assistance and opportunities for
sustainable development, with measurable impact of interventions being
measured on women and girls. In Uganda, CARE exclusively works through
partners and with other allies to make sustainable improvement in the lives of
the very poor.

CARE in Uganda

The findings of the evaluation clearly state that the PQL Guidelines
has significant importance to CARE Uganda’s work. CARE staff stated
that it is a very useful reference tool that helps generating
consistency across the different programs.
However, CARE's implementing partners have not been fully
exposed to it. The evaluation recommended that the implementing
partners would be exposed to this document in joint workshops, in
order to improve their implementation according to CARE's
expectations and increase mutual understanding and cooperation.

Conclusion

1. Familiarity- the staff is highly familiar with it
2. Perception- the staff sees it as a reference tool
3. Usage- it is widely agreed among staff members that the
guidelines are useful to CARE’s work, as the most useful section is
Advocacy.
4. Importance- there is a consensus among staff members that it is
a valuable document, primarily because it stipulates certain
standards and creates unity across the different programs
5. Implementing Partners- implementing partners are unfamiliar
with it, and do not know the content of the document

Main Findings

Evaluating the PQL Guidelines Internal Use

• Three focus groups to CARE staff

• 22 questionnaires to CARE staff

To examine the usage, relevance and contribution of the PQL
guidelines to CARE Uganda’s work, data were collected trough:

• Historical timeline & impact drawings

• Informal group discussions

• Partner interviews

• 21 questionnaires to CBTs (Community Based Trainer)

• 33 “Most Significant Change” stories

• 60 questionnaires to group members

• Meeting observations

Data was collected trough:

I visited 28 VSLA groups between the first to the fifth cycle across the
three programs, in ten districts with nine implementing partners.

Several field visits were carried throughout September-November, 2013.

To assess the application of the VSLA –Village Saving & Loan
Association Guideline:

The Evaluation Scope and Methodology

Hagit Freud

Merry Nyinamuhondo

Esther Labanya

A member of “Tim-Ki-Komi” (meaning “do it yourself”) VSLA group.
Apil west village, wol, Agago- FOKAPAWA, NUWEP

“This is my second year in the VSLA and I am the group
treasurer. I used to have a problem to meet my basic
needs like school fees for my grandchildren and
medical support. Since I joined the VSLA things have
been easier, because now I have a place to borrow
money when I am in need. With my savings from the
last year I support my basic needs and buy food for my
family as opposed to last year when we suffered from a
shortage. In the past it was hard for me to get a loan,
now the VSLA is helping me. I even took a loan and
bought two goats!”

33%

Business
15%

“I feel my life has improved since I joined the group.
Thanks to the group I now have a way to deal with
my emergencies by asking for a loan from the
welfare fund. One time my child was sick and another
time my bull was sick. I took a welfare loan which
enabled them to receive medical treatment ... This is
the first time I am a member of a VSLA, in the past I
did not have any access to funding or loans, and
since I joined I gained this excess.”

A member of “Joo Pur Owei”(meaning “farmers relief from hard work”) VSLA
group. married and a father of nine kids.
Abongoman village, Kabukubuku, Kabalamondo- UWESO- WAYFIP

Hiring labor
10%

Buying seeds
15%

Michael Emwoch

78%

85%

100%

29%

37%

33%

50%

42%

83%

Buying livestock
10%

WAYFIP

WENG

NUWEP

Buying and selling
(chickens,
Tomatoes)
25%

School fees
15%

beneficial and effective in fulfilling the household needs. “

“I used to struggle to have money to support the household needs,
it was hard. Since I joined the group I plan more. Now, the wives
fulfill part of the household needs and I contribute my share; this
had created harmony between us. I used to have bad relationships
with my wives because I blamed them for wasting money and
mismanaging it. As I joined the group I understood that they were
managing our money in a good way. I understood that they are

Has been a member of “Oplacen” (meaning “has woken up late"), male only VSLA group for the past
year. Jastin has two wives and ten children.
Lupara village, Pujule, Pader, WORUDET- NUWEP

Oyet Jastin

Loan Usage

Attendance kept Meeting weekly Flawless records Flawless records
properly
of savings
of loans

43%

100%

Performance According to Program

Medical issues
5%
Buying food for
family
5%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

120%

VSLA active members presented a positive view about their desire and belief that their group will continue operating in the
future. According to the questionnaires, 93% believe their group will continue to operate after the project support ends.
However, the study found that groups that have diverted from the methodology (or were not adequately trained on the
methodology) are unlikely to independently continue successfully.

Model Sustainability

“I feel a very big change. I was very lonely
before joining the group…I feel my life has
improved and feel much more comfortable
since I have the support of the group... My
main challenge today is that I am weak
and I get sick a lot. I am happy that I am in
the group because the members are
coming to my rescue and taking me to the
hospital when I am in need.“

A member of Abizera (meaning “we have trust”) VSLA group,
assumes she is a 100 years old because "it has been very long", a
mother of 7 children and many more grandchildren.
Ghinaga village, Nykabande, Kisoro- BMCT, WENG

According to the PQL guidelines the VSLA initial goals are:
•Provide means to cope with emergencies
•Build capital and re-create social dynamics
•Support genuine self-reliance
•Cultivate savings and financial management culture
The study found that VLSAs are fulfilling their initial goals.

Impact

1. Structure- the groups are structured according to the standards
2. Principles- the groups are transparent and democratic as required
3. Performance- main errors were found in attendance and record
keeping
4. Members' attitude and feelings towards their group- are highly
positive
5. Comparative Perspective-WAYFIP seems to perform the best

Main Findings

Evaluating the VSLA Guideline in the Field

In 1991, CARE established the first VSLA in Niger. Since then, the method was re-examined and revised to create the
convenient, successful and sustainable model known today. In order for the VSLA to reach its goals and be sustainable,
proper implementation of the model is crucial. Therefore, conducting an examination of the model implementation was
necessary.

A VSLA is a more transparent, structured and democratic version of the informal savings groups found in villages and slums
in many parts of the developing world. The main difference is that the VSLA methodology is a better organized and more
accountable system that even the least literate, least influential member of the group can understand and trust.

“A Village Savings and Loan Association (VSLA) is a group of people who save together and take loans from those savings that is
repaid back with interest as a mean of growing the fund… The purpose of a VSLA is to provide simple savings and loan facilities
in a community that does not have easy access to formal financial services.” (PQL guidelines P.55)

Village Saving & Loan Association- VSLA

Evaluation of CARE Uganda Program Quality and Learning Guidelines

Applying Uniform Standards in an INGO:

Barak Lender
Barak obtained his undergraduate degree in Agriculture – Soil and Water
Science from the Faculty of Agriculture at the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem and his Masters in International Community Development,
also from the Hebrew University.
Barak has experience in communal agricultural projects, working with
rural communities in improving agricultural practices. The food production
value chain is his main field of interest. Barak has recently completed a
four-month internship in the International Development Enterprise NGO
in the Ghana branch, which is located in the Upper East Region of Ghana.
During his internship, Barak worked on an irrigation model, combining
communal, financial and agricultural factors in order to improve access to
water and agricultural food production, along with introducing and training
on drip irrigation pests management and other agricultural practices. Barak
is eager to continue his work in agriculture along with a comprehensive
connection to the development world, while acknowledging the ties
between food security, commercial farming and economic development.
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Food scarcity

Low yields

Poor agricultural
value chain

Poor access to
water

Scattered rain and
a long, hot dry
season

Climate
change

lost their lives by trying to extract water in this unsafe manner .

that are insufficient and unsafe. In Kandinga alone, around four farmers have

order to irrigate an 0.25–1 acre plot. They find personal temporary solutions

flooding the plot. Farmers often dig two-four narrow and seasonal wells, in

from hand-dug wells by a petrol pump or rope and bucket, and used for

availability. Dry season farmers are reliant on shallow ground water extracted

A major challenge for farmers who practice dry season agricultural is water

season, and on farming vegetables during the seven months of the dry season.

depend on semi-subsistence rain-fed agricultural production during the wet

In the Upper East Region of Ghana, 70-80% of households are farmers who

Lack of
finance for
inputs

Soil erosion and
degradation

Over grazing

Barak Lender MA student
Hebrew University of Jerusalem
May 2014

Lowering Device on a lined well

will enable to expand water abstraction beneath at low costs

• Manufacturing and distributing a lowering device that

• Lining and improving shallow and seasonal wells

and refund ability

Creating together a business model for their water source development according to their needs

Using loans to improve water sources and extracting methods

internal incentive for efficient water use.

Commodifying water, setting a price for water in order to return loans - an

Allowing farmers to leverage their credit to suitable water solutions.

Linking Farmer Groups to Micro Finance

loan recovery will be enforced and backed by a group constitution.

The mutual guarantee, group responsibility and fees for water and

explaining their mutual guaranty for their loan request and recovery.

share the same assets and challenges. Training for credit and

Groups of farmers who are farming in close proximity to one another

Engaging and Mobilizing a Farmer Group

this region.

water and food production and sustainable food security to

efficient water use and create a sustainable value chain for

incentive along with introducing new technologies for

to do it. Our innovation will stimulate an internal market

encourage water efficiency. Drip irrigation will provide a toll

Pricing water costs and ownership of water resources will

commodified, they will have an internal incentive to save.

they can afford the technical solutions themselves. If water is

solutions by commodifying water. If farmers are organized,

Allowing farmers to leverage their credit to suitable water

Rationale

Community Based Solution

water use efficiency compared to other methods (flooding

Improved Agricultural Production
One month later

keeping constant moisture in the root zone, as well as pest and disease reduction.

costs. Drip irrigation is suitable for vegetable production requirements, such as

or sprinklers) and it is the least expensive option, taking into account labor and water

of its high

Drip irrigation training and demonstrations: We chose to use drip irrigation because

Improved Water Efficiency - Drip Irrigation

Setting a price for water to repay loans , maintenance and
purchase of inputs.

Filling the irrigation water tank for the first time

Kandinga and Sumbrungo Communities

Flexible thinking and tailor made solutions: A case study from piloting the model

Combining these will make the farmers more connected and
encourage the farmer to take more responsibility for better
management the resources at his/her disposal – the well,
pump and water resource.

utilizing natural resources.

sustainable income, by improving market participation and

region of Ghana to transform their knowledge and skills into

households. IDE Ghana enables the rural poor in the Upper East

create income and livelihood opportunities for poor rural farming

The mission of International Development Enterprises (IDE) is to

IDE Ghana

provide tailor made solutions for water supply for agriculture .

This model can successfully expand to other communities and

broad issue takes flexibility and community based solutions.

spatial location, land ownership and gender. Tackling this

abstraction varies between different communities due to

Moving forward access to water for agricultural use and water

•

-Increased amount of water for a longer period

-Incentive to use water more efficiently

-There is no need to dig three to four wells at different parts of
the plot

-Each farmer has ownership of a permanent, properly
constructed well

Advantages for the Farmers

Access and Efficient Water Use for Improving Yields and Food Security

Ilana Kiskho
Ilana was born in Russia and immigrated with her family to Israel. She
completed her undergraduate degree in Mass Communication at Sapir
Academic College, before continuing her graduate degree at the Hebrew
Univeristy in Glocal Community Development Studies.
Ilana has been working as an educator for many years, and has experience in
various youth and children’s projects, women’s empowerment, community
mobilization and animal protection. Ilana volunteered in two different
projects in Nepal before starting her studies at Glocal.
Ilana completed a four-month internship in the Community Advocacy
Organization in Be’er Sheva, working with new immigrants to Israel from
the former Soviet Union. Ilana designed two projects for the costumers
of the organization, one of which aimed for social rights education, the
second of which was designated for elderly immigrant’s employment.
Ilana lives and works in the southern part of Israel and has been involved
in diverse community enterprises.
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EILAT

MITZPE RAMON

BEER - SHEVA

JERUSALEM

TVERIA

Immigrantes

72%

28%

population: 200,000

Uneligible For

60%

Highschool Diploma

40%

Minimum Wage

45%

Employees Underneath

55%

Community Advocacy: formerly the location in the Dalet neighborhood

ASHKELON

TEL AVIV

NATANYA

HAIFA

Beer Sheva in a Glance

often called the "capital of the Negev", is the largest city in southern Israel and seventh
largest in Israel. With a population of 200,000, Be’er Sheva reﬂects Israel’s diversity.

2. Beer Sheva

‘Community Advocacy’ was established in 1993, designed to empower people and communities, to enable them to protect and realize their social and economic rights. Community Advocacy operated in Jerusalem, Lod and Be'er Sheva until 2014, enabling local
communities to change policies that perpetuate inequality, intolerance and exclusion.
The organization strengthened communities’ capacities to work towards a more responsible, transparent and just society in Israel.

1. Community Advocacy Organization

Immigrants

67%

Unemployment

5.5%
Single Parents

10%

Community Advocacy worked in the ‘Dalet’
neighborhood in ‘Be’er Sheva’ because of its
negative reputation due to poverty and high
crime rates. the organization was well known
among the residents of the neighborhood.

Daily
Registration
& Reports

Revealed
Community challenges

Limited
Hebrew
Knowledge

Engaing
With Oﬃcial
Institutions

Remaining
In Margins
Of Society

1. Social rights workshop, designed for new immigrants that work in manual labor.
2. Returning to the work market workshop, designed for elderly immigrants who lost
their job, and looking for a new one.
3. Micro ﬁnance groups.
4. Establishing food cooperatives in cooperation with the community.
5. Lectures by experts, on various topics designed for the general public.

6. How Challenges are Addressesed

Public
Reception

Tools

5. How Do the Community Challenges Identiﬁed?

Community Advocacy operates through Advocacy Rights centers named ‘Storefront’, to
serve the legal needs of the local population. The Storefronts assist in drafting letters,
making phone calls, represent community members in committee hearings. All stages
are conducted in cooperation with community members. This process enables people
to acquire the necessary knowledge to address legal cases.
The Centers served over 50,000 people during the organiztionon’s existence. The volunteers are members of the community and often they themselves once received assistance from Community Advocacy.

4. How Does Community Advocacy Works?
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3. Dalet Neighborhood:

Ilana Kishko

projects

demonstration against the viskonson program, that
was a cotrovetial and harmful for weak sectors

1. Fundraising must be extremely eﬃcient.
2. The organization must have a more
comprehensive collaboration schemes with
authorities.
3. The organization should combine forces with
similar organizations for better outcomes.
4. The organizational culture must be eﬃcient,
shared and one that strives to learn.

8. Recommendations

* Important community work can be done with
limited resources.
* Volunteers can make signiﬁcant change.
* Utilization of social rights requires much legal
knowledge and skills.
* Community empowerment can be done only
with the community members, and not for them.

7. Lessons Learned

Unitizing Social Rights Community Advocacy Beer Sheva as a Case Study

Hagit Krakow
Hagit Krakow was raised in Jerusalem. She completed her BA in Phycology
and Criminology from Bar-Ilan University and is currently completing her
Masters, in the Glocal Community Development Studies at the Hebrew
University. Hagit holds vast experience in community development and
education projects in the Israeli society; she has facilitated numerous
activists programs to enhance dialogue and pluralism among diverse
communities in Israel.
Hagit has recently completed a 4-month internship at the NGO, “Yenege
Tesfa” (Hope for Tomorrow) and with the University of Gondar, Ethiopia.
Yenege Tesfa works to secure the lives of street children; enabling them
a brighter future, filled with education, opportunity, emotional support
and hope. Hagit worked with the staff of the organization to change the
paradigm of hygiene education. She helped manage and produce 500
copies of the first children’s book in Amharic & English, “Yes I Can”,
which deals with the acute issues of health and hygiene among children
and their families. The stories were written by the community and for
the community. In addition, Hagit worked with women students from the
University, facilitated alongside with faculty members’ seminars on issues
of women solidarity, leadership, community empowerment and more.
Together, they have produced the first university’s student newspaper,
Campus View.
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Resty Kyomukama
Resty is a Ugandan, pursuing a Master’s degree in community development
in the Glocal program at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem under the
Doran Family Foundation scholarship. Resty holds a Bachelor’s degree
in Information technology in Uganda. As part of her master’s degree at
the Glocal development studies program, Resty completed a 4-months
internship in Mumbai-India at “The society for the Promotion of Area
Resources Centers”(SPARC); An NGO that helps slum and roadside
dwellers to access better housing and sanitation. Resty also interned with
Apne Aap Women’s Collective (AAWC) an Anti-human trafficking grass
root NGO in India where she carried out an evaluation of an education
program that targets to stop intergenerational trafficking for commercial
sexual exploitation.
Resty volunteered with Global Youth Partnership for Africa (GYPA) in
partnership with Brit O’lam in Uganda. Together with Ugandan and
Israeli volunteers, Resty Co-founded and worked at ‘Little Light Uganda’
since it’s initiation in 2007 where she firstly was a kindergarten teacher,
then book-keeper, moving on to become administrator and programs
coordinator-coordinating a women’s craft group, micro loans, pre-school
and other programs under Little light, where she currently serves as a
board member.
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Photo credit: Helen Rimell

A woman waiting for clients in the
Kamathipura

For Toddlers

“Umeed”
For brothel
based
Commercial
sex workers

Women sitting at the entrance of the brothels waiting for
clients

AAWC

(age: 2.5 – 5yrs

For Girls age 621yrs

“Udaan”

Triplet Programs Model
 Education for the daughters of
trafficked women
 Financial Empowerment and
rehabilitation for trafficked women
Early childhood education for
toddlers of commercial sex workers

Thematic Area
•Anti-Human Trafficking

“Umang”

 Mission: To make a positive
difference in the lives of the
women and children in the red
light areas in Mumbai.

 Geographic scope; Kamathipura
- Mumbai, India

 Started in 1998

A woman in Kamathipura showing her scars. Beaten by pimps and sold into
various brothels

Map of Mumbai showing the location of “AAWC”

Apne Aap Women’s Collective (AAWC)

 Human Trafficking in India takes place for various purposes like exploitation for labor, organ transplant, forced marriage
and most commonly for commercial sexual exploitation.
 India is the biggest source, transit, and destination country for women and young girls trafficked for commercial Sexual
Exploitation (CSE) in Asia.
 India harbors Asia’s largest and oldest red light area—”the Kamathipura”- in Mumbai.
 Interstate trafficking in India represents 89% of trafficking for CSE and 10% across the country borders (Joffres et al,
2008).
 Nepal and Bangladesh are the main source countries of trafficking for CSE in India.
 The ministry of women and child development of India estimate that there are about 3 million commercial sex workers
in the country, of which an estimated 40% are children.
 Children from disadvantaged communities and ethnic minorities, such as scheduled castes and tribes, are particularly
vulnerable to sexual exploitation and trafficking.
 The success of human trafficking in India is partly due to corrupt police officers, societal shame and some local,
culturally sanctioned practices, like the Devadasi system, which exposes women and girls to sexual exploitation.
 Victims are forced to serve an average of seven ‘clients’ per day and have no say in the choice of the customer or the
use of contraceptives. (Global Monitoring Report, India, 2006)

CRUCIAL FACTS ABOUT HUMAN TRAFFICKING IN INDIA

Definition:
“Trafficking in Persons is the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring or receipt of persons, by means of threat or
use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of
vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over
another person, for the purpose of exploitation.” (Palermo protocol, 2003)

Introduction

By: Resty Kyomukama

 Language barrier,
 Limited time and human
resources,
 Organizational principles,
 Inconsistent field supervisor,
 Difficulties to reach some
important groups of stake holders
 Allocating scarce translators.

 The quantitative data was analyzed according to the number of
participants that agree upon the same evaluation statement or
question by numbers and percentages illustrated by tables,
graphs and figures.
 The qualitative data was coded into themes and thereafter the
most repeated phrases, words, and sentences were extracted and
categorized under their respective themes (by words, statements,
phrases and quotes).

the

Challenges
faced
during
evaluation process included;

Evaluation Cycle

The data from all the participants that were reached through the
different data collection tools was categorized accordingly into both
quantitative and Qualitative data

Data Analysis and Coding

The evaluation focused to find answers to the following key questions:
 Does the implementation of the program differ from the initial
plan? If so, why?
 Are there sufficient resources available for the program?
 What internal and external factors most influence the organization’s
ability to do the work they had planned for the Education Program?
 What changed as a result of the Udaan Education program?
 Is the program reaching its intended audience?
 Are the objectives of the program being met?

The evaluation process was started by understanding and articulating the Udaan Education program by the
evaluation team. In this process a problem tree and logic model were designed. This was followed by focusing the
evaluation in which the evaluation team came up with an evaluation plan and evaluation cycle. Forty-nine (49) key
stake holders consented and responded through the six data collection tools that we opted to use ; questionnaires,
interviews, focus groups, observation, web based forms, and personal story writing/ history time line drawing. The
languages used through the evaluation process were; Hindi, Marathi and English with help of translation between
the three to different key players in the evaluation.

Methodology
The staff members and I formed the “evaluation team” which took responsibility for the evaluation’s activities,
scope and overall decisions. A participatory method was used in order to give ownership to the staff members,
beneficiaries and other key stakeholders of their own evaluation process and to fully participate in it so that it is a
learning tool rather than a judgmental tool. The staff members on the evaluation team were fundamental in this.

The purpose of the evaluation was to measure and learn the program’s progress and integrate lessons learned to
improve the services offered to the program’s beneficiaries and involve different stakeholders in decision
making.

Above are the Udaan Education Program beneficiaries and their mentors in pictures

Introduction
The “Udaan” program was initiated due to the danger sensed and witnessed by the staff of AAWC that the
daughters of the commercial sex workers were at high risk of being trafficked for commercial sexual exploitation,
therefore, AAWC devised education as a tool to protect and empower girls living in the red light areas.
Education is the key that makes great opportunities for sustainable and viable economic growth. Education also
makes people healthier, promotes human rights and benefits not only the person that has attained it but the
entire community. According to UNESCO, 2011, one extra year of schooling increases an individual's earnings by up
to 10%.

Examining the effectiveness of the “Udaan” Education Program at
AAWC against Human Trafficking for commercial sexual exploitation

Can girls escape a future in the red light areas?

Sponsored by the Doran Family Foundation

Lessons Learned

• Commitment and professionalism of the staff
members
• Good relationship and trust conveyed between
the program staff members and the beneficiaries
• Sensible flow of the logic model established for
the program.
• Allocation of resources and program personnel
that suits the needs of the program

Key attributes to the successful implementation of
the Udaan Education Program include;

"AAWC is one type of family, in which I am
one of the members of the institute. Hence, I
am very lucky. Because, they showed me
new direction and have increased my selfconfidence and I shall be obliged to them“. Current Udaan Beneficiary (Age: 18 yrs.)

"AAWC teaches poor students, hence, I am
proud of AAWC - Current Udaan Beneficiary
(Age: 13 yrs.)

“AAWC’s most famous alumna is Shweta
Katti, who was named one of Newsweek's
“25 Under 25 Women in the World” Volunteer, 2012

“They do not stop unless they establish you
and give you job opportunities”- ( Alumna,
22yrs Old)

“They are not teachers they are elder sisters.
Apne Aap is a family, I got a very good
family, so I am feeling proud about it" –
Current Udaan Beneficiary (Age: 16yrs)

"I will become a teacher after I grow big and
will distribute free note books and textbooks.
I will teach the children for free and will
teach them good thoughts” " - Current
Udaan Beneficiary (Age: 14 yrs.)

during some of the workshops

"Udaan has been a great successful program
and whoever has joined has been successful
some are doing hotel management, some
have become beauticians, tailoring etc.“Udaan Alumna (Age: 22yrs)

The Evaluation team members

Key Recommendations
 Develop detailed management tools like the problem tree and logic model/Theory of Change to help the staff members
in managing the daily program activities more effectively and embed evaluation in the ongoing activities.
 Preserve the good practices like follow ups on all girls, treating each girl as a unique individual and making collaborations
and partnerships with other institutions.
 The staff members are professional and work tirelessly for the effectiveness of the program therefore enriching their
work capacities will be very useful to the program by carrying out training in computer and English for the staff members
that need it. This will allow them to be more effective in communications and delivering services.
 Engage all stake holders in the best way possible at all stages of the program.
 Prevention services like teaching the dangers of Human Trafficking - stops intergenerational commercial sexual
exploitation, therefore should be given higher priority.
 Increase awareness about Human Trafficking in schools and red light areas
 Continue and insist on coordinating with police and other government entities to enforce the law

Conclusion
 It was found that the Udaan Education program is well conceived
and has been implemented as planned.
 The program is effective in producing positive shifts in attitudes,
gains in knowledge and improvement in the social status of the
beneficiaries.
 More importantly, the program was found to have reduced
intergeneration trafficking given that since its initiation there is no
girl that graduated from the program that has been involved in
illegal and disrespectful work.
 Some parts of the program could benefit from being updated and
improved as indicated below in the recommendations.

Challenges faced by AAWC during the execution of an Education Program
 Girls’ drop out, irregularity in attendance, poor time management, peer and family influence
 Understanding and meeting the needs of the beneficiaries
• Convincing commercial sex workers to enroll their children in to school
 The corrupt government institutions, especially the police that favors the pimps due to brides and increase the victims’
vulnerability through arrests which makes the sex workers’ children depressed, irregular at school , etc.
 Women and their daughters hide away from help when they need it in fear of being charged.

Key Findings of the Evaluation
 For fifteen years now, on average 66 new girls from the red light areas of Kamathipura are enrolled every year into the
Udaan Education Program and the average drop out rate is 15% per a year.
 The program is effective in producing positive shifts in attitudes, gains in knowledge and improvement in the social status
of the beneficiaries. The Udaan education program graduates have entered respected professions like accounting,
teaching, dance, photography, retail, social work, and luxury cuisine among others.
 The program was found to have reduced intergenerational trafficking given that since its initiation there is no girl that
graduated from the program who has been involved in illegal and disrespectful work.
 There was a strong manifestation for the importance of affection, friendliness and fondness between the staff members
and the beneficiaries which makes them trust the organization’s intentions towards them.
 Family influence and pressure put on girls to marry is the largest threat to the programs’ success.
 100% of the alumni that participated in the evaluation said that they live a better life away from the red light areas.

MA Student at the Glocal Community Development Studies, Social Sciences at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem- Israel

Adi Mohel
Adi graduated from the Department of Visual Communication at the Avni
Institute of Art and Design. She holds a BA in Social Sciences from the
Open University and is currently completing her Master’s degree at the
Hebrew University’s Glocal Community Development program. She
also holds a certificate of basketball coaching from the Wingate Institute.
Adi has been involved in diverse community development projects, both
in Israel and abroad. She worked with a cooperative of traditional Mayan
weavers in Guatemala, and later coordinated a community library and
led informal education activities. Prior to her work in Guatemala, she
volunteered with ASSAF, in the advocacy and support center for asylum
seekers in Israel.
During her 4-month internship, Adi returned to Guatemala where she
worked with FUNDEI, a local non-governmental organization that provides
medical services to rural communities around Colomba Costa Cuca. Adi
planned and implemented a project that aimed to increase communities’
participation and active involvement in health services. She developed and
led workshops and seminars with community leaders, health workers and
women groups, focusing on community assets and political participation.
The workshops were designed with a special emphasis on the importance
of women participation in decision-making.
Adi is looking forward continuing her work and involvement with gender
mainstreaming projects, and to develop gender education programs through
arts and sports.
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Not all families take
advantege of the
organization services

Challenges
Faced by the
Community

Low priority of
FUNDEI to strenthen
community
organization

Communities’ leaders
don’t have the tools to
organize their
.communities

A back yard in the village of Las Delicias where
one of the workshops took place

Due to socio-cultural barriers,
some members
modern
weak resist
coordination
of
with the Pap
family planningFUNDEI
methods,
communities’
.leaders
smear exams, and
vaccinations.

Apathy, indifference
and difficulties in
making decisions for
the well being of the
.community

Low participation of
community leaders in
the development of the
technical plan , as a
work in a seminar about gender-based
Colomba’s town center. The center of FUNDEI’s
planningGroup
tool that
barriers
thatofprevent women’s participation, and
the needs
communities. The seminars took place in the addresses
.communities
their effect on women’s health.
municipality building.

There is no astrategic
plan orianted to
achieve long term
goals

Leaderes of the community
don’t know the functions of
their work, and their civil
duties and rights according
.to the Guatemalan law

Causes

Effects

Health commissions
work with relevant public
institutions and NGOs
which can support their
projects in order to
carry out sustainable
projects

More women and health
representatives are taking part in
decisions making processes in the
community

Each participating
community finds
resources to build a
health center

Higher quality of
services offered to
communities

There is an astrategic
plan oriented at
achieving long-term
goals

Leaders of the
community know the
functions of their work,
and their civil duties
and rights according to
the Guatemalan law

Participating
communities have high
awareness of the
interventions and results
of FUNDEI’s work

High levels of
participation of
community leaders in
the development of the
technical plan

High priority of
FUNDEI to strengthen
community
organization

Health commissions and
COCODES obtain tools for
community organizing,
project planning and
managing

Motivation and success
in making decisions for
the wellbeing of the
community is increased

Health commissions from different
communities work together to
achieve their common goals in the
municipality

Each participating
community has
confidence in the
organization and
its work

Strong coordination
between FUNDEI and
community leaders

The objective tree below reflects the
basis of the project we built. In order
to achieve our goals we conducted a
series of workshops in the communities,
alongside inter-communal seminars which
took place in Colomba. The seminars
were attended by community leaders from
eight different communities, and gave a
platform for mutual learning, networking
and sharing of experiences among the
communities, and with FUNDEI

More families attend
consulting meetings and
use FUNDEI’s services

Putting
Theory
Into
Practice

After the 1996 Peace Accords that followed a lengthy
civil war, the g overment of Guatemala launched the
Coverage Extension Program to rapidly scale -up the
provision of primary health services ( that at the time
only covered 46% of the population) in underserved
rural areas. Under this program, NGOs were contracted
to provide a basic package of health services in a set
of assigned communities. NGOs established a mobile
medical team that would visit communities. The NGOs
were assisted by community facilitators that lived in
the area and coordinated the preparations to make the
visit efficient (IDB report, 2011). In 2006, FUNDEI was
included among the selected NGOs, and contracted by
the Ministrty of Public health.

Background of FUNDEI

Increased community
participation in promoting and
executing community health
services

Communities have
sustainable participatory
projects that are
supported by FUNDE

FUNDEI presents higher
achievements of
medical indicators

Colomba Costa Cuca, Guatemala
Adi Mohel

Organization

Health
through
Community

Promoting

factors that undermine
Colombacommunities
Costa don’t
Cuca
was built in 1881 as an communities haveSome
very
have
There is no
Lack of confidence of
small recognition
of community’s life are: sexism,
Sustainable
the
urban center
forparticipatory
the people who
worked
appropriate structure
some families
in the and lived
FUNDEI’s work and
projects supported by
where the staff can
.organization’s work
.results
alcohol,
lack of jobs, and the
in the Fincas .FUNDEI
(coffee plantations) around it.
give health services
increasing existence of gangs
Today there are 11,499 people living in Colomba
It is difficult to reach some
and the villages and fincas surrounding it.
communities due to unpaved
Little community participation
andin
executing
roads and security threats by
Most people in thein promoting
area work
agriculture and in
community health services.
gangs
private coffee plantations.

Target Area

services offered to
the communities

lower work indicators

A participant in a community organization workshop in las delicias
drawing her vilage as it will be in
15 quality
years. of
Lower

not enough women women and
health representatives are taking
part in decisions making processes
.in the community

health commissions
on’t know relevant
ublic institutions and
GOs which can support
heir projects
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To promote the
active participation of
community members
and leaders, in the
planning, implementation,
monitoring and evaluation
stages of health projects
by providing them with
the tools of community
organizing and project
management.

Project's Goal

Community leaders from communities working with FUNDEI, taking part in a
seminar about community asset based approach.

Health Education:
Enviromental care: waste disposal,water quality,
food and home hygiene
Consulting Moms, providing information to a
group of women who will later pass it on to their
communities
Workshops and demonstrations on nutrition

Establishment and cooperation with local health
commissions and community health workers

Training of community health workers and traditional
birth attendants

Basic package of health care services included:
maternal-child care, vaccine delivery, control of
common illnesses, delivery of modern family
planning methods, and Pap smear exams

Areas of Intervention

Liat Schlesinger
Liat is an independent journalist and a communications for development
specialist. Born in Torino, Italy and raised in Israel, she has a B.A in
sociology and history and an M.A. in Glocal Community Development
Studies.
Liat is deeply committed to community empowerment. She has
rich experience in working both with leading newspapers covering human
rights, gender and health affairs and with communities in Mexico and Israel
where she works on communication projects focused on empowerment
and breaking the digital divide.
She recently finished an internship with the Advocacy and Media team
at the United Nations Development Program. Prior to that, she was
in Chiapas, Mexico where she was a team leader in the creation of an
educational Radio Novella, a unique media initiative for conservation. She
also designed and facilitated a participatory community video workshop
with local coffee producers. She is also the co-founder of the Israeli
Women Journalist Association aimed at improving the stand of women
in the media.
Liat is looking to work in the field of Communication for Development,
on projects that help improve the livelihoods of people, and enable them
to tell their own story, in their own voice.
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every 1,000 inhabitants.

70%

landslides. As a result, the water
quality and supply and the region’s
biodiversity are jeopardized.
of the population is literate.
there are 0.4 hospital beds for

clean drinking water.

of the homes in Chiapas have no

62%

access to electricity or gas.

of the homes in Chiapas have no

70-80%

of people living in Chiapas have no
drainage system in their homes.

85%

services (e.g. health, education,
communication).

of the population in Chiapas is
unemployed. There is a lack of basic

50%

Foncet is a local non-profit organization that aims to
promote conservation and to find solutions for the
long-term financial needs of the El Triunfo Biosphere Reserve.

FonCET

television and radio shows that aim to improve knowledge and
change behavior toward critical social issues.

A New York based nonprofit
organization that specializes in Entertainment-Education
and communications for social change, PCI produces original

PCi MEDia iMPaCT

ThE organizaTions

Maize is the
main grain
in Mexico,
with over 20
varieties. It
also has deep
symbolic
values.
For example,
Indigenous
people believe
corn is a
symbol for
prosperity
and survival,
that is why its
growing cycle
influences
the timing of
festivals.

EnTErTainMEnT

EDuCaTion

soCial ChangE

The project aims to build local human and institutional
capacity through Entertainment-Education (E-E), as a
method of Behavioral Change Communications to raise
public knowledge and motivation for the conservation of the
rainforest and freshwater of the Triunfo reserve in Chiapas.

ProjECT goal

Preparing the work plan for the
project in the Foncet office

organizations that promote water
and biosphere conservation

Building a well-informed
and engaged community of

it should not change. Women in
the society are good for raising
the children and taking care of
household chores.

Machismo has always been a
part of our tradition, therefore

women in decision making
processes

Inequality between men and

Conducting participatory workshops with community members in which
they decide the problems to be dealt with by the novella. They explain
what is the common sense behind them and offer solutions, based on
local and professional knowledge

The elders put censorship over
new ideas. Young people have

3.

lead to tension

Chemical fertilizers help the
crops grow faster and in less
effort

The Common Explanation

no respect for tradition

local legends.

Conflicts between generations

resources and affects the
community members' health

2.

Harvesting stories;
collecting testimonies and

Usage of chemical fertilizers
pollutes the soil and water

The Problem

Women and Men share
responsibilities

on respect and understanding
between generations

Maintaining a dialogue, based

profit of selling them is higher
than non organic products

The use of organic materials
helps produce better, healthier
agricultural products, and the

The solution

Building the value grid & writing the script

PhasE 3

partners to use communications
effectively.

Developing the capacity of coalition

Entertainment Education Training

Entertainment Education Training

Coalition
Building &
Formative
Research

1.

PhasE 2

PhasE 1

Producing and recording the radio novella in Radio Sistema, the national radio station

Jacinta

caught up in a romantic affair that will change her plans, and could
save her community and nature.

Communal dialect and slang is
used to increase sympathy for the
character and greater impact.

Julio
Illegal wood
trafficker

to the remote village where she grew up. She dreams of building a
school for all the street children but quickly finds out that there are
many threats to her community. She unfolds many secrets and gets

Scripts are based on community
characters, local legends and
folk tales.

Polo
Struggling
fisherman,
considers to
illegally migrate
to the USA

The Novella portrays the life of Jacinta, a young teacher who returns

16 radio novella episodes

help & respect between
generations

Equality in decision making
in the family. Mutual

3.

Community members
recognize risks and
vulnerabilities

2.

Saustainable agricultural
practices

1.

Jacinta

PhasE 5

KEy PrinCiPlEs

Liat Schlesinger

Casting & Production

PhasE 4

The Methodology of Entertainment-Eduction / Radio Novella Project Design

of Mexico's natural gas is
produced in Chiapas.

47%

of Mexico's oil is produced in
Chiapas.

settlements and mining,
the reserve suffers from
deforestation, mudslides and

poverty line (1.5 USD a day). This
percentage is consistent despite
the natural wealth in Chiapas.

the Reserve El Triunfo.
Because of forest fires, illegal
logging, agricultural practices,
natural disasters, human

21%

of Chiapas' three million
inhabitants live under the

of Mexico’s hydroelectric power is
produced from water captured in

70%

40%

of the world’s biodiversity
is in Mexico.

Comon Yaj Noptic Coffee Cooperative
offices and gathering location

Conservation & Reforestation:
Growing plants in the greenhouse

10%

El Triunfo Reserve

ThE CoMMuniTy

Coffee producers living in the Sierra Reserve in Chiapas

An Entertainment Educational Project: Radio Novella Voices of the Mist

Communication for Development

Glocal
לימודי פיתוח קהילות

Community-Development stufies

Inbal Shaviv
Inbal holds a B.A. in Politics with a focus on International Relations from
the University of California, Santa Cruz. She is currently completing a
Master’s degree in Community
Development at the Hebrew University. Her primary areas of interest
are gender and child protection in conflict settings, with a special focus
on the Middle East.
Inbal has studied Arabic at Israel’s Givat Haviva Institute and has
considerable experience in resource mobilization and grant writing. In
her past work experience in Israel, she managed grants supported by
USAID, the European Union and the Jewish Federations of North America.
During her recent internship with Plan International in Bangkok, she
participated in internal evaluation and documentation activities and assisted
in the development of Plan International’s recent publication, “Sticks and
Stones”, a training manual for child protection practitioners to increase
the involvement of children in their own protection.
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Shani Silove
Shani was born in Israel and grew up in cape Town, South Africa. After
returning to Israel in 2003, she obtained her B.A. in Special Needs Education
and education through art from Tel-Hai Academic college in the Upper
Galilee. Shani is currently completing her Masters in Glocal Community
Development Studies at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.
Recently, Shani completed a four-month internship with “Dhulikhel
Hospital”, Nepal. This is an independent, not for profit, non-government
institution providing quality health services. Over the years, Dhulikhel
Hospital has extended its health services to remote regions by setting up
16 outreach centers in various rural communities. During this time, Shani
carried out an evaluation for the Community Departments’- “School
Health Program” which is implemented in eight schools around Nepal as
well as getting involved in a number of other initiatives in the organization.
Shani has a broad base of experience volunteering in various animal
organizations both in Israel and South Africa, as well as in organizations that
work with children with special needs. Today she is part of an organization
called “Beit Hagalgalim” which she refers to as her “family,” and which
provides children with special needs with a myriad of opportunities to
become an independent, functioning and contributing part of Israeli
society despite their various disabilities.
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* Learn more about
teaching methodologies
implemented in program

* Informal discussions
with staff about program

* Short interviews with
students about program

* Coordinate data
collection with field

* Prepare focus group
with DH staff

> Translate questionnaires

> Prepare questionnaires

> Find translator

* Prepare data collection:

Preparation:
* Decide on research
methodology

Pilot study

* Short interviews with
school staff about
program

1. Preventative medicine is vital in influencing a nation’s health.
2. The high motivation of all stakeholders to cooperate and make the program successful, demonstrates the true potential of the program.
3. The SHP has the ability to influence awareness, motivation, knowledge and behavior.
4. A gap exists between the information disseminated and actual awareness, knowledge and health habits of the students.
These findings highlight the relevance of the SHP and the importance for the program to continue providing comprehensive
health information to the students at school.

Main Findings:

* Discuss the SHP working
model with program
supervisor in depth

Observations:

*Field visits to observe
health classes and hold
informal discussions with
students and staff at
various schools

Learning:

* Read about SHP working
model from reports and
funding requests

At the request of DH Community Department a process evaluation was conducted in order to assess where the program is standing after five years of work.
The selected methodology incorporated both qualitative and quantitative data:

Evaluation Methodology

•http://data.worldbank.org/country/nepal (Retrieved on January 2014).
•http://www.worldbank.org/en/country/nepal/overview (Retrieved on January 2014)

gross national income, converted to U.S. dollars, divided by the
population- $700 (India’s GNI = $1,580)
Political instability - Since the introduction of democracy in 1990,
Nepal has had 20 governments.
 Since 2006 undergone a radical political transformation:
•End of ten year civil war
•Abolition of monarchy
Today Nepal is still burdened by a fragile socio-political and
economic situation
Nepal is among the poorest countries in the world and currently
ranks 157th out of 187 countries on the Human Development Index.

Population of 27.47 million (in 2012)
Life expectancy at birth 68 years
GNI per capita (formerly GNP per capita) is the

OVERVIEW: NEPAL

American Cancer Society, the American Diabetes Association, and the American Heart Association

HC + eight not from HC)

- Interview outreach staff

- Interview three students

- Interview Principal &
Health teacher

- 16 Student
Questionnaires (eight from

* Data collection at three
schools:

* DH staff focus group

Data Collection

Finally…

* Upon request, a
teaching methodologies
workshop for DH staff

* Letters with main
findings distributed to
principals

* Written Evaluation
report submitted

* Findings & Conclusions
presented to DH staff

WORKING
MODEL

DH
COMMUNITY
DEPARTMENT

DHULIKHEL
HOSPITAL
(DH)

SCHOOL
COORDIATING
TEACHER

STUDENTS
SELECTED SCHOOL
HEALTH CLUB

SCHOOL
HEALTH CLUB
TEACHES
OTHER
STUDENTS IN
SCHOOL

The hope is that this basic knowledge will have a ripple effect to the broader community
The curriculum mainly focuses on:
•Adolescent health
DH
OUTREACH
•Sanitation and hygiene
STAFF
•Additional topics as per schools request

healthy behaviours & make informed health decisions

Running for five years in schools near the various outreach centers
Aims to assist students in acquiring the knowledge, attitudes & skills needed to practice

School Health Program (SHP)

THE PROJECT

1. Reassess current working model & create a common sense of ownership of the program
2. Ongoing goal orientated monitoring which will be specific to each school
3. Selecting of curriculum & teaching methods for health education specific to the health needs of each school
4. Providing the DH teaching staff with teaching tools
5. More consistent leadership to propel the program forward

Recommendations:

* Thematic analysis of
interviews

* Summarize focus group
results

* Statistical analysis of
questionnaire using Excel

Data Analysis

In addition to providing holistic health care services, the outreach centers offer
various community based Public Health Programs such as: School and Child
Health, Women’s Health, Microfinance, Micro Insurance, Improved cooking stoves and many
more projects.

Community Department

An independent, not for profit, non-government institution which provides quality health services.
Over the years Dhulikhel Hospital has extended its health services to remote regions by setting up
16 outreach centers in various rural communities.

Dhulikhel Hospital (DH)

THE ORGANIZATION

“The health and well-being of a nation is not a matter of luck or chance, it is a result of hard, consistent and unwavering work”

Shani Silove

SCHOOL
STUDENTS
CONVEY
TO
COMMUNITY

INFORMATION

Yael Or
Yael obtained her undergraduate degree in Plant Science in Agriculture
from the Hebrew University of Jerusalem and her Masters in International
Community Development, also from the Hebrew University. Yael
has recently completed a 4-month internship with INSO, a Mexican
environmental organization, and with the TEN project, both in Oaxaca,
Mexico. Her work focused on improving interaction between the
organization and the communities by making information accessible
and on a community garden project as a part of a food security program.
Yael coordinated an independent Palestinian-Israeli volunteering cooperation
project and participated in a web site construction team, in assistance to
an Israeli organization providing educational frameworks for children of
refugees and asylum seekers living in Tel Aviv, Israel.
Yael has considerable professional and volunteering experience, spanning
a variety of fields, including agriculture & environment, children & youth,
group facilitation and project coordination. She is adept at learning new
languages and working in cross-cultural settings.
Yael is seeking opportunities to pursue work in the development field
and expand her knowledge and experience believing in a harmonious,
comprehensive and participatory rights-based approach.
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Joint community work
unites the community
around a shared mission,
encourages team work,
provides useful skills, and
empowers individuals.

Growing their own food
will allow the community
to depend less on outer
sources (DIF) for food
supplies and to feed more
community members.

Yael Or

Proud community women who completed the ﬁrst beds

Par=cipa=on & Ownership are crucial factors
determining the sustainability of the project. A sense of
ownership will lead to greater commitment, taking responsibility
and will ensure the con8nuity of the project independently by the
community. Full par=cipa=on might take a long 8me to achieve,
but will be easier to achieve if prac8ced from the beginning of
the research stage. Established trust & rela=onships will also
encourage par8cipa8on.

Quality comprehensive par=cipatory research will allow to plan
strategically and will lead to greater par=cipa=on in the
implementa8on stage. Discovering the local context, power
rela8ons, roles, rela8onships and community structures will allow
greater understanding and sensi8vity when working with the
community.

Research is the essen8al ini8al step prior to any interven8on.

Trust & Rela=onship are in the founda8on of
partnering with a community. Without them, there is no
commitment or coopera8on. Rela=onships are in the base of all
community work. Challenging the exis8ng rela8ons, and changing
them in the process, is the essence of development. Building
trust and rela=onships will lead to greater par=cipa=on and
coopera8on in research and implementa8on stages.

Community Work on the kitchen Garden

Par8cipa8on & Ownership

Demonstra=ng and training the community to set up and maintain the garden

Research

Strategic
Planning

Trust & Rela8onships

How Community Garden?

Community women join eﬀorts to ﬁlter soil in order to complete the garden

DIF Communal Kitchen in Palo Grande

Community
Empowerment

Food Security

Why Community Gardening?

NGO interven=on: TEN Cadena‐ a Jewish agency center
that decided to complement the kitchen built by DIF, with a
community garden, in order to allow the community to
grow some of the ingredients themselves, and therefore
depend less on DIF, feeding more community members.

Governmental interven=on: DIF (Desarrollo Integral de la
Familia)‐ a Mexican federal family welfare ins8tu8on that
categorized Palo Grande as a community suﬀering from
poverty and decided to build a community kitchen, in
order to feed vulnerable groups in the community,
supplemented by food supplies sent to the community.

Target community: Palo Grande‐ a small community in the
state of Oaxaca, Mexico that relies mainly on coﬀee
planta8on for livelihood.

Introduc=on

Community Garden ‐ Beneﬁts and Principles Learnt from Palo Grande, Oaxaca, Mexico

Galia Zaidman
Galia obtained her undergraduate degree in Political Science and East
Asian Studies from Tel Aviv University. Galia is currently completing
her Masters in Glocal Community
Development Studies at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.
Galia has recently completed her four- month Glocal internship with
Sarvodaya, a local NGO in Sri Lanka. During her internship, Galia worked
on developing a platform for the community to express their voice and
ideas, as well as increasing awareness about media as an influential tool
in the democratic process. The project also aimed to enhance dialogue
and improve the working relationship between the community and the
local authority.
Galia is looking to pursue a career in the field of development both locally
and abroad, concentrating primarily on empowerment of marginalized
populations, gender equity and sustainable development in the developed
and developing world.
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Galia Zaidman, MA, Glocal Community Development Studies

Achieving
Three
Levels of
Impact

Step I

Meeting the Community

Sarvodaya recognizes the growing gap between the country's
various ethnic groups and the disengagement of the local
authorities from its citizens and decided to push from the bottom
in order to move the reconciliation process forward. Sarvodaya is
the largest people’s organization in Sri Lanka, and was founded in
1958 by Dr. A. T. Ariyaratne. Over the last 56 years it has grown into
a network of over 15,000 villages in Sri Lanka. The aim of the
movement is to use shared work and voluntary giving to achieve
the personal and social awakening of everyone - from the
individual to the village, and continuing up to the international
level.

The Lessons Learnt and Reconciliation Commission (LLRC) was
appointed by the President on 15th May 2010. The
Commission’s mandate was to look back at the conflict Sri
Lanka suffered, as well as to look ahead for an era of healing
and peace building in the country. The recommendations
focused on a manner that will promote reconciliation, amity
and cooperation amongst all communities, provide political
solutions to the grievances of minorities and ensure the
realization of the legitimate rights of all citizens. However,
unfortunately, the committee's recommendations are not
implemented fully on the ground.

The ethnic war in Sri Lanka lasted for 26 years. The Bloody
conflict was conducted between the Tamil minority, mainly
populated in the northern and eastern parts of the country, and
the Sinhalese majority. In 2009, the Sri Lankan army managed to
defeat the Tamil rebels and the conflict came to an end. To
create a new future and a sustainable peace for Sri Lanka, the
government appointed a committee to investigate and to
recommend how to operate in order to restore the country,
bringing reconciliation and building a lasting peace.

Raising their
voices
Sharing their
ideas
Empowerment

The initial idea was to use social networks and
blogs as a tool for raising the voice, sharing ideas
and transferring information. After the first
meeting and mapping of the community, I had to
change directions and focus on more traditional
media.

Step II

Changing the Strategy

Ownership
Communication
Participation

Step IV

Writing
updates on
the village
bulletin
board

“Local community is not knowledgeable about the projects and
proposals of the local authority. It is important to give
awareness of these activities to the community.” Sarath, 35

“We need to work with our local authority with transparency and full
cooperation. Now I understand that we must share our experience and
our positions to improve the livelihood for all villagers.” Ashoka, 66

Writing
articles for
the
Sarvodaya
newspaper

Community Members Take Action
Creating a
community
campaign with
the local
authority

“We worked on a lot of projects but never used the media as a tool to increased
efficiency of the work process, now we can use these tools to work with our local
authority in an effective and fruitful way. “ Piyaseeli, 59

Commitment
Dialogue
Mutual
understanding

Step III

Conducting Workshops to Train the
Participants

SPICE Project
The aim of the project is to strengthen grassroots engagement in
the reconciliation and democracy process through
implementation of LLRC recommendations:
 Contribute to the processes of reconciliation and participatory
democracy in post-war Sri Lanka
 Strengthen the capacities of citizens and civil society
organizations
 Increase partnerships with the Local Government Authorities
to support and promote community solutions
 Improve democratic citizen engagement in local governance
processes in Sri Lanka

The project focuses on developing a platform for the community to express themselves. It also increases awareness about media as an influential
tool in the democratic process. Additionally, the program aims to enhance dialogue and improve the working relationship between the
community and the local authority.

Enhancing the Dialogue

From the Bottom

Government Taking Action

Reaching Sustainable Peace

Raising Our Voice, Sharing Our Ideas, Holding Our Government Responsible

How to Engage the Local Authority within a Community Process

Inbar Ziv Shapira
Inbar was born in Jerusalem, Israel. She completed her BA with honors in Psychology and Interdisciplinary Humanities Studies at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. During her studies, she was the Head of
the Social Activism Department at the Hebrew University’s Students
Union, where she initiated and directed numerous social and community projects that connected students with the population of Jerusalem.
In 2012, she co-founded and has since directed SifTech, the Jerusalem
Entrepreneurship
Center, which operates a start-up accelerator that supports entrepreneurs in establishing their ventures in the city.
She is currently completing her Masters in Glocal Community Development Studies at the Hebrew University, and has returned from a fourmonth internship in Spark
MicroGrants, an NGO based in Rwanda. At Spark, Inbar worked closely with the local staff and communities, and took part in improving the
organization’s programs, developing their M&E systems, and building their communications framework. She also initiated a Photo Voice
project, in which community members expressed their opinions, desires and needs through photography. She now serves as one of Spark’s
advisors, assisting mainly with their programs and communications.
Throughout the years, Inbar has participated in several international
conferences, in which she presented her views on entrepreneurship for
development. Inbar believes in community-driven and locally-led development and entrepreneurship endeavors and hopes to pursue a career in these fields both in Israel and internationally.
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•

•
•

•

Bukhonzo community in Eastern Uganda
identified poor access to primary health
services as the most crucial problem they
faced as a community. After much time and
effort was put into the designing of the
project, Bukhonzo opened the doors of
their community health clinic in December
2013. Since then, they have been treating
an average of five patients a day.

Bukhonzo, Uganda

Outreaching to communities through the local
government or partner organizations
Conducting informal scouting in the community
Conducting an initial formal meeting with the
community in order to get to know it
Making a team decision based on set criteria
(community infrastructure, challenges, history,
group dynamics)

Community Identification

•

•

•

Partnership Agreement

95%

*projects that keep operating within at least a year of
implementation

Project sustainability rate*

250,000
USD

Total amount of microgrants
provided to communities

75
64,000

Number of Spark beneficiaries

Number of partner communities

15%

9%

Project Identification

5%

17%

8%

27%

19%

Education
Animal Rearing
Business
Sanitation
Agriculture
Health
Electricity

Community Projects by Field
Ruhehe community in Northern Rwanda
has identified lack of skills as their primary
challenge, making it difficult for them to
generate income in the remote location
of their village. Throughout the Spark
process, the community designed a
vocational school to teach sewing and
carpentry to community members and
nearby residents.

Ruhehe, Rwanda

Generating income:
Ruhehe has become the
primary manufacturer of
uniforms for nearby schools

• Approving the project proposal
• Signing a grant agreement with the
community
• Dispersing the microgrant to the
community in installments
• Supporting the community in
implementing the project
• Monitoring the progress of the project &
providing ongoing management support

Graduation ceremony of the
first class:
Spark facilitator, Consolee
Umwiza, distributing
certificates to the graduates

• Creating an implementation &
operational action plan and budget
• Building a sustainability plan (risk
assessment, community engagement,
financial sustainability, transparency
and accountability)
• Deciding how the community will
measure the success of their project

Implementation, Management
Support & Follow-up

A professional and devoted global
management team works closely with the
local staff

•

Implementation &
Post-Implementation Plan

Spark Rwanda Staff:
The local country team does most of the
front office work, while the global team
provides more of a back office support

Spark’s online crowdfunding platform
enables people from all over the world to
donate directly to community-driven
projects

Spark is recognized internationally as an
NGO with a pioneering model of
community development and thus is highly
successful in raising funds that enable it to
rapidly scale up
•

•

Internationally-Supported

In order to support the communities in designing, implementing and maintaining their projects,
Spark provides them with both a facilitation process (which lasts between four to five months) and
a 3000-6000 USD microgrant (which does not need to be repaid). To ensure community ownership
that will lead to sustainable projects, Spark works with the communities in four main areas;
promoting civic engagement, building the community’s capacity, increasing community cohesion
and developing local leadership.

Founded in 2010, Spark currently operates in three countries: Rwanda, Uganda and Burundi. It
partners with poverty-stricken communities and supports them in building social impact projects
aimed at solving a crucial problem they have identified in their community (i.e. lack of income
generating activities, insufficient health services, food insecurity).

• Discussing the criteria of a good project (comprehensive,
durable, sustainable, viable, communal)
• Brainstorming different ideas for projects that address the
root causes of the problem
• Analyzing the project ideas according to the set criteria
• Mapping the resources of the community (human, group,
institutional, man-made, natural)
• Conducting a feasibility study on the different projects
• Holding a community vote on the project they wish to
design and implement

Each country in which Spark operates is
led by an experienced and highlymotivated local management team

•

Problem Identification

The facilitators, who guide the
communities in the Spark process, are all
young and visionary local university
graduates, who are familiar first-hand with
the cultural context

•

Discussing the difference between common problems (many
people have the same problem) and communal problems
(many people are impacted by the same problem)
Discussing the difference between projects (specify one
solution) and problems (have many different solutions)
Identifying crucial problems in the community
Prioritizing the three most crucial problems
Conducting problem trees in order to identify the root causes
Holding a community vote on the problem they wish to address
Collecting evidence on the root causes of the selected problem

Scope of Impact

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Spark creates local leadership both on the
communal level, empowering community
members to become leaders, and on the
staff level, creating opportunities for
young adults to lead development
processes in their own countries

Kibanga community, Burundi:
Increasing gender equality through
empowering women leaders is deeply
rooted into the Spark model

•

Locally-Led

Chetum community, Uganda:
Providing equal opportunities for all
community members to express their
views is a crucial part of Spark’s model

Imidido community, Rwanda:
Local facilitators are perceived by the
communities as part of them and are thus
able to be leading figures and role models
for the communities

Butunda community, Rwanda:
Weekly community meetings with a Spark
facilitator support the communities in
planning their projects

Setting mutual expectations between
Spark and the community
Setting community-designed rules and
regulations
Signing a partnership agreement with
the community

Bukhonzo health clinic:
Community advocacy resulted
in receiving primary drugs and
medical equipment from the
local government

Group Formation

Communities are the ones who decide
which problem they wish to address and
how they wish to do so

•

Electing a community leadership
committee
Creating a community mission
statement

Community members are mobilized to
become agents of change and have
ownership over their projects

•

During the planning stages of
the project:
Spark facilitator, Allen
Makabayi, going over the
community’s project proposal

•

•

Gahunga community, Rwanda:
Holding communal votes is one of the main
ways decisions are democratically made
throughout the Spark process

Each community member can take an
active part in the Spark process; have the
opportunity to express his/her views and
have shared responsibility over designing,
implementing and maintaining the project

•

Community-Driven

Acknowledging the significance of community engagement, Spark MicroGrants has developed a novel
approach based on the belief that local communities should be the ones to drive and lead their own
development. Spark believes that even the most vulnerable of communities have the intrinsic capacity
and will power to address the challenges they face by themselves, and that the role of NGOs should
be to support locally-led development initiatives by providing the necessary tools and funding.

Sustainability and long-term impact have become key indicators for a project’s success and are
pursued today in all development endeavors. However, although NGOs realize the importance of
achieving long-lasting change, many projects struggle to do so. One of the reasons that account for
this is the lack of sufficient community participation in these often externally-led initiatives, which do
not encourage agency in local communities but rather maintain an ongoing cycle of dependency.

Inbar Ziv, Advisor at Spark MicroGrants

Communities Putting their Ideas into Action

MicroGrants

Thank you for joining us on our journey!

To learn more about the Glocal Community-Development program
Please visit our web site: glocal.huji.ac.il
or contact us at: glocal@savion.huji.ac.il, +972-25882267

The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
The Faculty of Social Sciences
The internships of 2013 were made possible thanks to the support of the following:
The Rector’s office of the Hebrew University
The faculty of Social Science at the Hebrew university
Pears foundation
Vital capital
Doran family foundation
Front page picture: Members of the Gahunga Community in Rwanda participating in the project “Photo Voice”
initiated by Inbar Ziv Shapira as part of her internship with Spark MicroGrants.

